Many have questioned why my last 2-Minute Talk, *Serve the Lord*, was suddenly removed. The answer is because it was defective. Problem fixed.

The final Twilight movie, *Breaking Dawn (Part 2)*, debuted last weekend in 61 countries with a massive worldwide total of $341 million as the 8th biggest opener of all time. Due to a technical glitch at The Walk TV, our program, *The Trouble with Twilight*, did not air last night (11-18). But, because the mistake was theirs, The Walk TV has offered to air it *prime time this Wednesday* (11-21), at 8:00 PM (EST), plus it will air this Sunday (11-25) at 10:30 PM (EST). So, God works in all things for good! *The Trouble with Twilight* is now on our Youtube site too.

Help us spread the word by sharing this to your Facebook lists.

Blessings,

Steve Wohlberg
Speaker/Director, White Horse Media
www.whitehorsemedia.com

White Horse Media is a "faith" ministry that exists entirely because of God's grace and donors who appreciate its global...
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